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SORRENTO NIGHT
Alice leaned over the rail of the bal-
cony watching the endless Tarantelle
in the courtyard below. She had seen
it so many .times in the past four
\v< eks that she felt perfectly capable
of executing its brazen whirls and
flourishes herself, but Jimmy hearing
the music as she had hoped he
wouldn't, had pleaded, and she had
weakened since it was their last night.
He gurgled as loudly as ever at the
men trying to hit each other's hands,
and the "dear little children dancers,
mummie!" She squeezed him to show
that she appreciated them deeply, and
found two lire in her purse which he
threw that enormous distance and the
children scrambled for. At this he
squirmed to such an extent that the
steamer rug which she had thrown
over the rail to save his pyjamas
slipped over and hit Mr. Poster on the
head. He peered up into the darkness
when he had extricated himself, and
with an indefinite upward wave disap-
peared below and was on the balcony
beside them in a minute. He draped
the blanket around her shoulders.
"This, dear Mrs. Coman, is to teach
you not to laugh at gentlemen after
you pelt them with rugs; first because
your laugh is quite unmistakable and
second because you are very, very
rude. I see you don't like it over your
shoulders— I only refrained from mak-
ing a camera man out of you, as you
did me, because women are so sensi-
tive about their hair."
"Thank you, sir! And 1 apologize
for laughing—the honor of blanket
throwing belongs to Jimmy—but my
airplane view really was delightful."
He rolled Jimmy into the rug and
jounced him, "You're a brute, Jimmy,
taking advantage of a man from
above."
Jimmy rolled oat of the rug onto the
floor screaming with high delight.
"Come along, darling!" said Alice.
"Bedtime seriously now," and she
dragged him across the balcony to the
door.
"You're coming down after Jimmy's
off, aren't you, Mrs. Coman," he said
without any question in his voice.
"No," quite firmly, "Too much Tar-
antelle. I've a headache. I'm going to
add one redeeming sentence to a per-
fectly miserable letter and go to bed."
"Why, Mrs. Coman!" And at the
shocked disappointment of his voice,
she took another step or two in the
direction of the door. "Mrs. Coman,
please! We'll do anything you like
—
over to the Vittoria and watch them
dance—dance ourselves if you'll for-
give my antiquated lope again, and you
can have your favorite ginger beer,"
he teased her, "in a tall, tall glass, and
it will he icier and creamier than
ever. If you don't want that please
consider I he beach, which the moon,
there is a moon, lias turned into a
smooth piece of frosting. And we'll
walk up and down on it, and astrono-
mize and you will convert me to your
philosophy at last." And then with a
change of lone, "I'm really quite seri-
ous. You realize, don't you, that you
are leaving tomorrow. To-night—well,
I hardly think that the usual 'cele-
brate' is the term to apply to it—but I
strongly feel that we should mark it
in some way, if only by our footprints
on the beach."
"I'm sorry; I wish I could. And
thank you. It's sweet of you to think
about my last evening. We don't
leave till about nine in the morning,
so I'll surely see you again."
"In the morning then. I'm sorry
you won't change your mind. Good
night, Mrs. Coman. Good night, en-
emy," and he gave Jimmy a farewell
squeeze.
Jimmy in bed, Alice undressed very
leisurely, walking round the room as
she did so, examining vacantly the
painted birds and dragons festooned
on the walls, as though filling in time.
But she went to the mirror decisively,
and brushed her short, black hair
with vicious strokes. Suddenly she
leaned forward. "You are a beauty,
aren't you!" she exclaimed, carefully
flattening each line in her forehead.
But she did not think about the way
her hair grew back from her temples,
showing her youthfulness and softness
or the determined forward curve of
her chin revealing her real strength.
—
"Ugh!" With a final look she flew
to her desk, and finished a letter to
her mother. As she wrote the final
sentence, "Jimmy sends his love to his
dear Grandma," she thought of her re-
mark about a redeeming sentence to
Jerry Poster and laughed.
Switching off the light, she caught
her yellow robe around her, picked up
a chair, and stepped out on to the out-
side balcony. As she curled up in her
chair and lit a cigarette, she looked
like the proverbial small child behind
the barn. Her hair, brushed behind
her ears, curled halfway inside the
collar of her blue pyjamas, and the
sunburn of her arms, where the ki-
mona fell back, seemed a rather in-
definite dirt color in the neutralizing
moonlight.
The beach was indeed frosting. If
only they could have been walking up
and down the sand; she sighed regret-
fully. How long ago the trip across
seemed, that darling time with Co, the
first time since they'd put him into the
cruise end of the business that they
had really all been together for any
length of time. What a dear he had
been on that last day when it suddenly
occurred to him that she couldn't take
care of Jimmy alone; the absurd dear,
as if she hadn't taken care of Jimmy
for four years without its ever having
occurred to him before. It had been
nice, in spite of the expense, and if
she hadn't let him he would have been
so disappointed; his forehead would
have wrinkled the way it did over im-
portant business worries, and his
mouth would have puckered fretfully
like Jimmy's. That was what always
happened; she knew so surely what
his reaction would he, and arranged
things accordingly. How sweet he had
been at the last on the Capri-Sorrento
boat, never saying a word about leav-
ing, and being obvious and kind and
naive all at once. He insisted on mak-
ing absurd comments on the sea-sick
people. The middle-aged bride across
from them had amused him greatly.
She sat there, poor dear, so embar-
rassed and distraught, clinging to her
newspaper as to a kind friend, and
reading it upside down, so that it was
obvious that she didn't care for it be-
cause of its literary qualities. Co had
taken out his watch. "In two minutes,"
he said, and then, "Oh, poor darling,
you are afflicted with a vulgar hus-
band, aren't you?"
But how far away all that when she
considered the dreamy inertia of the
past four weeks. Nothing to do but
play with Jimmy—and he quite frankly
didn't think she played as well as
Maria—or swim in that marvelous wa-
ter that made you feel as though you
were swimming in a mirror. And then
talking, talking, talking to Jerry Fos-
ter. How could she ever have spent
the time without him ? He had been so
cunning with Jimmy, and his sense of
humor had helped greatly in keeping
Sorrento from "getting" her. Alone,
she probably would have been mor-
bidly sentimental and wanting Co. As
it was, these four weeks might easily
turn out to be the nicest part of the
summer in retrospect— only, of course,
if the voyage home was rough, for be-
ing with Co—well, after all Sorrento
couldn't very well be the nicest—their
relationship had been so charming. He
was the sort of rare person who would
always regard one's motives rather
than words or actions. He seemed in-
tuitively and delicately to know them,
without making one a type because of
that.
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She particularly liked their teas to-
gether, for he—even more than most
Englishmen—could indulge in tea lei-
surely and gracefully without feeling
himself any the less a man. Almost
all American men were impossible in
that respect, sitting on their chairs at
tea as if not quite accustomed to
them, and ultimately being rather
proud of their masculinity. Co was
somewhat that way, but then Co was
nothing but a great blundering baby
when she insisted on his coming to
her teas. She invariably found him in
a corner playing bridge with three of
her most attractive guests. And al-
ways he would look up with his ap-
pealing smile, "Thought I'd tuck my-
self over here, dear. So much less
trouble for you!"—But Jerry Foster as
a tea companion was incomparable.
They had it in the garden every day,
and the sulkn, proprietory waiter,
whose name they could never discover,
brought it to them in a prompt and
relentless fashion. Then she would
pour—Foster somehow made you feel
as though you poured inimitably,
probably because you knew he appre-
ciated the art—and he would send long
streamers of gray smoke into the yel-
low sunlight, and look the epitome of
re'axation. They never felt that they
must talk, but they always wanted to.
She felt her conversation to be always
typically domestic,—Co or Jimmy,
something funny that one or the other
had done. But how could she help it?
Only that afternoon Jimmy, approach-
ing for his usual two cookies had
tumbled right near her chair. And
when he rose laboriously, exclaiming,
"Damnish" in deliberate and clear
tones, Jerry Foster had almost died.
His tremendous laugh had actually
brought the genii back, who never ap-
peared for fear something might be
wanted—Then they were eternally
discussing literature and philosophy
—
literature especially. He knew a good
deal, and she——well, chunks here and
there. When she didn't know any-
thing she let him talk, and of course
later that would be what he remem-
bered her as knowing best. That was
one of the few points in which he was
at all typical, and because there were
a few and so very few, he was particu-
larly nice. But recently wasn't he
she hated to phrase it because he was
so sensitive and so thoughtful—well,
he was perhaps a little too interested
in her. She was going away at ex-
actly the right time; it would never
do to avoid him, and she couldn't with-
out being very crude; she would hate,
hate to hurt his feelings. How fortu-
nate it was that the ship was due now,
and Co would meet her tomorrow in
Naples.
She uncurled herself dazedly at the
sound of the window being opened on
the adjoining balcony. She felt moon-
light-white and pinched in spite of the
heat; her whole side had gone to sleep
with long and pointed prickles. For-
getting about the noise she had got up
and was stretching when Jerry Foster
stepped out on the balcony.
"Good evening, Mr. Foster. When
did you move up to my level?"
"Why when I left you and went
down-stairs, our stout manager asked
me if I'd mind changing. They're
shifting everyone more or less to ac-
commodate your husband's cruise peo-
ple tomorrow. It's such an event just
now that I imagine it takes them a day
or so to get adjusted."
He edged over toward the window
as he talked, and Alice, contrite about
her obvious excuses to go to bed, said,
"Please don't go in. You can sit on
our mutual ledge and chat very com-
fortably with me for a few minutes.
I need some one to wake me up before
I go to sleep." She laughed, "That's
paradoxical, but really I feel rather
drugged and my brain is fuzzy."
For a few moments, however, they
sat in silence. He made no effort to
summon his usual fund of conversa-
tion, and she was content to let it be
so. Finally he spoke: "It's such an
impractical night; it's nothing really
—neither silver nor gold, nor black,
hor gray, nor earth, nor sea, nor sky
—
a sublimation and fusion of all those
things,—and the absolute is the moon.
It's impractical because it excludes all
action and all thought. People become
superconscious, almost; they take on
a sort of lunar luminosity of soul as
well as of body, and they act—well,
they don't know how to act. They are
afraid because a night like this de-
mands so much, and makes such fools
of those who can't fulfill its demands,
because at this time there is only a
hair's breadth dividing the sublime
and the ridiculous."
She wondered how long he would
keep it up, and her mind closed to it
so that she listened only to the sound
of his English voice, watched his firm
chin outlined against the sea. She felt
as though she could sit there always;
it wouldn't matter much whether he
talked or not. Suddenly she realized
that he had gotten up and was go-
ing in.
"You must go in," he was saying,
"I've nearly talked you to sleep, poor
child."
She stumbled in murmuring a good-
night. "I've nearly talked you to sleep,
poor child. I've nearly talked you to
sleep, poor child." Asleep! Why,
she had never been more wide awake
fn her life, electrically, vitally, ting-
l'.ngly awake. And he had actually had
the resolution to go in—to send her in
—on this last night when he was sit-
ting babbling like a fool, and she
drugged—not with sleep, most certain-
ly not with sleep! But,—but that
meant that she felt—and what about
Co! Yes, what about Co! Oh, no
—
then never for a minute had she for-
gotten him. That was unthinkable;
why she loved him. She sat down on
the bed. She must see it clearly. Yes,
she had forgotten Co—for a minute,
an hour, it didn't matter. It was true
that she had sat on the balcony in a
comatose state, and had wished, sub-
consciously or consciously,—terribly
either way—that Jerry Foster would
kiss her. And he had been kind
enough and wise enough to send her
in, while she had been worrying about
his becoming too "interested." She
felt horribly ashamed. Then suddenly
she knew the unimportance of all
that; for although Co loved her, al-
though she loved him as much, more
than ever before, she could never feel
now that it quite belonged to her. And
she knew swiftly and certainly that
this was the worst thing that could
come to her.
M. H., 1927.
SULAMITH
The candles were lit. Softly, one by
one, they became visible in the recess-
es; in unseen depths they burned. A
man's green face, with hair that swept
like a three pointed star away from it,
rose before the spectral candles, and
then slowly disappeared, first mouth,
then eyebrows, then each hair separate-
y vanished. Like an eraser the flames,
dying down, removed the image, line
by line. But there was a vestige of it
left, the page was slightly smudged.
The candles burned on unsteadily.
Sulamith, the face sharp down to a
pointed chin, dug her pointed elbows
hard into the stones of the hearth.
Her eyes, green and red, transfigured
by her closeness to the flames, burned
with a mysterious light. The fire
stirred uneasily. There came the
sound of supplicating feet, and some-
how music swelled and the feet moved
rhythmically. Sulamith pushed back
her sliding hair impatiently, and wrig-
gled closer, her hair almost one with
the blueness of the light.
The candles burned bright, the feet
became hurried. Sulamith pulled her-
self up, her eyes still in the heart of
the fire. Slowly she swayed, slim foot
poised, body back. Drawing back, she
twirled, and the candles twinkled in
her head. Deep, deep they burned, as
her head touched the floor.
Suddenly she felt free, light. The
candles were gone. There were peo-
ple, in gold and silver, with diamonds
in their hair, watching her. Her feet
were not with her any longer. She
danced as if she lived in air.
Then the slow rhythm of disap-
pointed feet came to her ears. She
danced as one possessed. She stamped
her feet, she flung herself before them.
But they trampled her over. Slowly,
slowly she crept to the fire, and closed
her eyes. Candles, circle on circle, the
face of the man with the star-shaped
hair, shone for a moment. Then, with
the swiftness of wings, everything was
black.
Gertrude Kerner, 1927.
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MAKTII-ELLEN AND LITTLE JOHN
The day was done. The gap in the
low-lying ridges to the west showed a
cool, wistful little afterglow from the
splendours of purple and hot gold of
sun's outgoing. From the hills the
twilight spread out, crossing and re-
crossing its gossamer folds until all
the little creek world seemed caught
up and dimly held in a slow moment,
apart from the passing of time. The
water over the stones made a faint
shallow sound, sleepy and far away.
The insistent choiring of the katydids,
from thin tentative pipings, welled to-
gether in one subdued burst of har-
mony that rose and became woven in
the silence and the dusk. At intervals
along the creek bank the bullfrogs
called to each other in deep throaty
voices.
Tt was as dark as pitch along the big
road, for the trees and the hill on one
side stood right over it. The creek
was very near on the other side.
Marth-Ellen and Little John walked
very close together without saying a
word.
"Ker-chug, Ker-chug," a big bull-
frog bellowed from the edge of the
creek, so near that Little John jumped
nervously and looked over his shoul-
der. "Knee-deep, knee-deep," another
one wailed back from the middle of the
creek and farther off an old big, grand-
father one invited hoarsely, "Come-
under-my-root, come-under-my-root."
"Air you 'fraid, Marth-Ellen" Little
John's voice was thin, trying to be
brave. They were goin' down to the
store for oil, and it was awful late and
they would have to pass by the
"hant" rock.
Marth-Ellen was glad that Little
John had spoken; it was awful lone-
some. Right down thar above the paw-
paw patch was the "hant" rock.
Cousin Marth 'saw a han't thar once.
Somethin' white that looked like a
sheep and like a bird at the same time.
Someone saw her grandfather's spirit
there after he was killed.
"No, I haint afraid. They haint
nuthin' to be fraid uv." But her teeth
clicked together in a funny way and
she walked closer to Little John. "I'll
carry half," she volunteered in a whis-
per, taking hold of the handle of the
oil can which Little John was carry-
ing.
They walked fast in spite of them-
selves and kept their eyes straight
ahead, but it was impossible not to see
the awful blackness all along under
the trees.
"Marth-Ellen, wait!" Little John
felt as though he were being left be-
hind. He wanted to cry, "Marth-Ellen,
don't chu hyer somethin'?"
"Shucks, they haint nuthin' to hyer."
She forced herself to walk for they
were passing the "hant" rock.
Little John was sure a great big
bear was coming right down the road
behind them, maybe just out of sight
in the dark. He began whimpering
softly. "Somthin's comin'."
They were past the "hant' rock.
Marth-Ellen wouldn't look for any-
thing. But they could run now, it was
behind them. "Les run a piece. We'll
be right a-gittin' thar."
But it was no use to run. It was
right at their heels. The night got big-
ger and blacker, and more smothery.
"Run, Little John, run," Marth-Ellen
urged, and her voice was an hysterical
sol). She was whimpering too. They
panted and whimpered together.
"Wait, Marth-Ellen, wait." The
thing was reaching out to grab him
and Marth-Ellen was about to get
ahead of him. He stumbled and fell,
and the can went banging over the
bank into the rocks. He yelled, lying
on his back in the dust. He wasn't
hurt, but it was a relief to scream. It
made him not afraid of any old thing
any more.
"G'yu hurt yeself," Marth-Ellen was
anxious. She had forgotten the thing,
loo, or at least she wasn't scared now.
When Little John fell she had faced
squarely about and looked every-
where for the thing. She looked up
at the "hant" rock, but there was only
dark everywhere.
"Git up, Little John, yu nee'n't be
afraid. Haint nuthin' to bother us.
We're nearly thar now." Anyhow, Pa
would be ready to come home with
them.
"Haint afraid, I told ye," bawled
Little John. 'Haint no old bear no-
how." He resented being told he was
afraid now that he wasn't a bit. "You
uz a runnin' off and leavin' me," he
accused stubbornly.
"I wuzn't done no sich a thing."
Little John poked along, digging his
fists in his eyes and bawling with en-
joyment. "There that was a good one,
went like a horse." He tried it again
with better success. One's voice
sounded awful quare crying. "You
wuz, ' he finally thought to answer
Marth-Ellen.
"Shut up, I wuzn't. Fool all night
and we'll never get thar." She wanted
to spank him, but she said, "Baby"
instead in a scornful tone.
"I haint."
"You air."
"I haint, I haint, I haint."
'Y'air, y'air, y'air."
"I'll slap yu d'rectly if yu don't
hush."
"Just slap me and see what'll hap-
pen; they'll be two a slappin' 'bout
that time. Now hurry, Little John,
and stop foolin'."
"Hush yu mouth. I'll pick up a big
ole rock d'rectly and knock yu down."
But Marth-Ellen had decided to have
no more foolishness. She was walking
very fast and Little John suddenly had
to run not to be left. He looked fear-
fully behind him. He felt that the
bear was sneaking up again. "Wait,
Marth-Ellen," he begged humbly.
Una Ritchie, 1926.
"ET EGO IN ARCADIA"
I sing of the hat, and the man—or
rather of the Professor. The hat was
coming out of a thirty-five-story bun-
galow which the Professor knew be-
cause he had bought new spectacles
there only last Saturday, and walked,
immediately afterward, into a lamp-
post. But that belongs to another epic.
The Professor, at the present moment,
was ambulating more carefully; and
this was the following Saturday. As
to the hat, it had a red feather—none
of your Campbell Soup-carmines, or
Hering-reds, but red such as the apple
that caused the first Freudian complex,
such as that of a pre-Volstead nose,
such as the Tennessee mountaineer
sees when you mention our common
ancestor, the Pithecanthrovos Erectus.
It drooped mysteriously from the hat,
chis feather, like a crimson question-
mark. And something about it set the
Professor's heart a-flutter, as it had
not fluttered since the day when the
Americans, and Wrigley's Chewing
Gum won the war.
Now the Professor was an insignifi-
cant man. In fact, I think he was the
most insignificant man in the world, if
you except the Vice-president of the
United States. Besides being near-
sighted, he had asthma. To be sure, if
I were Tchekov, I could make a lot of
that asthma. I c'ould turn it into con-
sumption, for instance, and kill the
Professor after the proper introduction
of conversation about God and cock-
roaches in the cabbage soup. Or if I
were 0. Henry, I could make a neat
appogiatura about an undesired cure,
and let him marry his nurse, who turns
out to have asthma, too. But I hope
you didn't think that asthma had any-
thing to do with this story. It hasn't,
except to help you place the Professor
immediately. Of course you knew that,
like most people who hold the title, he
wasn't really a professor at all; he
was a manuscript reader in the Mifflin
Page Publishing Company. Every day
he read an average of fifteen works of
embryonic art, sorting out the lesser
from the great—and using the lesser.
That is how he became near-sighted.
You should have guessed it.
I mentioned that it was Saturday.
But did I add that it was spring?
Spring is important, because it com-
bined with the red feather to produce
a peculiar and hitherto unobserved ef-
fect on our worthy Professor. The
Professor knew it was spring, for he
had tripped in a marble-hole that very
morning. Besides, his brain had that
airy, vacant feeling that comes with
the thawing of ice, and the spring
cleaning. He felt a little alarmed at
the paucity of his thoughts. "My mind
is quite empty," he said to himself.
"No—not quite empty, for if it were,
then I wouldn't be thinking it were."
This, however, was growing a bit in-
volved,—something on the order of
Eddie Foy's imitation of Elsie Janis's
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imitation of himself,—when the red
feather flashed into his view. Then for
the first time in his life the Professor
did something he had never done be-
fore: he followed the red feather.
Pursuit of the female by the male is
a primitive institution, antedating even
marriage and the use of oyster-forks.
It goes back to pre-Homeric times
—
which might mean almost anything.
There are Apollo and Dahpne; and
there is always Jove. But enough of
classics. Apollo never wore convex
glasses that made everything a pleas-
ant blur beyond a radius of five feet.
Apollo didn't have a small wrinkled
forehead that extended indefinitely
backward toward the ulterior end of
his collar. Daphne could have led him
a prettier chase through lower Fifth
Avenue than through the Olympian
forests.
The Professor felt an agreeable tin-
gle in the pit of his stomach (cf., The
Good Man and the Good). For forty-
nine years, now, he had forgotten that
the ROMANCE that the poor fools
wrote about, that he had amassed, and
that his firm had published might
really have a basis in fact. Now in a
moment it had forced itself upon him
with a warm, sudden poignancy. He
ought to recognize it. He had read
enough about it. . . .
The red feather—for the Professor
could not see the rest of the hat,
dodged through the Sweat-Shop Pa-
rade that lined the Fifth Avenue side-
walk, as if a little bewildered. Thus
the Professor's imagination, trained in
the classic channels of Mr. George
Gibbs, and Miss Ethel M. Dell, began
to work. Our other respected friend,
Mr. Bernard Shaw, would, then, ana-
lyze the deductions of his brain into
something like this:
"A foreigner. Yes most decidedly a
foreigner. She has trouble finding her
way. What nationality. Italian?
French? No; she would ask some one.
A Russian? Ah, that is it. Yes, a Rus-
sian certainly—one of those war refu-
gees, and probably a countess. New
York is full of them. Only the other
day there was a newspaper account of
one who poured tea in a modiste shop
for a living. She would be beautiful.
They always are dark, with long,
tragic' eyes, drooping earrings and a
half French accent. She probably has
a past (the Professor felt the slightest
bit wicked at this.) She has known a
great deal of sorrow. . . ." he added
for his conscience.
The almighty signal light of Forty-
second street flashed; the muezzin
from the tower let it be known that
Allah was Allah, and Mike O'Halleran
at the corner of Thirty-sixth street
was his prophet. Fifth Avenue stopped,
and the rest of the numbers on the
abacus moved. The feather proceeded
on through the next block, leaving the
Professor, small, breathless and
stranded on the other side of the
street. He feared he might lose the
feather now. But no. There it was in
the next square. And what was this?
He saw the owner of the feather ap-
proach a man, accost him famil-
iarly, then retreat a few steps, and
hurry on, manifestly perturbed. At
least, he judged she was perturbed, for
the feather had lurched as if startled.
Long ago, when the Professor was
reader for the Cosmopolitan, he had
perused an article by John Gals-
worthy, in which the possible interpre-
tations of one scene are given. But
with his present observations of the
Russian Countess, only one solution
was possible: It was an official of the
Soviet government. The countess had
made her last, proud plea for mercy,
and had been rebuffed. (Remember
that literature has a pernicious influ-
ence on the average mind. Schopen-
hauer and Mr. Ring Lardner would tell
you there was no average mind. But
I merely mention it for a moral.)
At any rate, the Soviet official melted
into the blur, and the red feather, fol-
lowed by the Professor, proceeded
more swiftly, then, hesitating turned
and entered a shop. The pursuer held
back, preferring to keep his distance.
The feather rushed out of the shop,
and the Professor, on passing, recog-
nized the rampant lions of Benson and
Hedges. For a moment, he was pained.
She might not be a countess, after all,
but a college girl. Then he remem-
bered: (Of course. We could have told
him that.) All Russian countesses
smoke long cigarettes. She was only
fulfilling her role. They use white
jade holders, and puff dreamily, and
say, perhaps, nitchevo, which, freely
translated, means, "What the devil
does it matter a hundred years from
now? (Perhaps that last manuscript
was not so bad after all. To be sure,
the hero would have to change his po-
litical views, not being a Republican.)
Yes, the countess would say nitchevo
with the same exquisite charm she
used in dressing. He could not, of
course, distinguish anything but the
red feather. But his little, alarm-clock
heart gave another jump every time
he looked at that, with its interrogative
curl. No husband would ever let his
wife wear a luring color like that.
Other women would not approve of the
Countess, either. His own wife Minna,
for instance, would consider her
"queer."
"What's the hurry, little one?" bel-
lowed a voice with the dulcet accents
of Danton. The Professor felt himself
fished bodily out of the surging stream
of the street, and deposited on the ha-
ven of the curb. "Four eye's, and can't
read the traffic signs yet," went on the
pleasant murmur. But the Professor's
departure from the noumenal to the
phenomenal was momentary. He was
back again in an instant.
The sun was low now, casting the
proverbial rosy glow over everything
including the Professor's mentality.
(I mentioned that it was spring.) Our
hero was on the brink of sentimental-
ity. He fell in with a splash. Every
dog has his day, the worm and various
other carnivora will turn. Why not our
academic specimen of Genus Humanus?
Apollo hurried to catch a final
glimpse of the incipient laurel-tree.
Our vagrant professor hastened thru
the bucolic fastnesses of Fifth Avenue.
He must see the face of the Countess
once before he lost her forever. But
the deus ex machina was working.
She crossed to the policeman. The
Professor fell from the upper reaches
with a flutter of wings. It was evident
that she had noticed him following her.
He couldn't expect her to be as near-
sighted as he was. There is one thing
for a gentleman to do in a case like
this: he must display a light pair of
O'Sullivans. The Professor was a gen-
tleman.
For the fugitive and the working
man, all New York is divided into
three parts—the subway, the surface,
and the "L." The Professor descended
into the lower regions. Having ap-
peased the Guardian of the Gate with a
nickel, he was permitted to enjoy the
infernal pleasures, squeezed in by an
over-zealous Charon, with the rest of
the souls bound for the other world,
and whirled through Stygian darkness
to be deposited in the Elysian Fields
of One Hundred and Sixty-sixth street.
But traces of his romantic mood re-
mained with our peripatetic Professor.
He was thankful that his vision had
not given him full sight of the lady.
He could preserve her whole in his
imagination.
He entered the Flat, tripping over
the wagon that Murphy's oldest had
playfully deposited on the stairs. He
called. Minna was in the kitchen.
"Hello!" she answered. "Supper's not
quite ready. Did you see about your
socks? I've been having trouble with it
to-night. I went to the oculist today."
"What did he say?" The Professor
sank into a newspaper.
"Oh, he said I'm getting as bad as
you. He put drops in my eyes, and
I'm as blind as a bat. Only think—
I
spoke to a strange man, thinking it
was Charlie."
The Professor squirmed. But of
course no one would look at Minna.
After all
—
"I felt so embarrassed. I walked
into a cigar store. I had to ask a po-
liceman what street it was. I couldn't
see the sign. Oh—and I bought a new
hat. I'm afraid you won't like it. But
I get so tired of blue. Wait till I dry
my hands."
Minna stood in the door. The Pro-
fessor looked up. As to the hat, it had
a red feather in it.
1926.
I will sing of the women of Ulster
—
How they laugh, with their long
throats a-quiver.
How they laugh like a ripple of silver
Alight on the river. 1926.
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FORTITUDE
She did not wonder very much why
her sister Alice, passing quickly
through the dining-room, cast that
smile at her, although she noticed
vaguely that it was a smile with some-
thing concealed for the moment under
it. a smile preoccupied, even distracted
perhaps, like those we exchange at so-
cial functions, smiles performed me-
chanically under the pressure of con-
ventional habit only, yet often laden
with delayed confidences. Pending
Alice's return to the table, Mary be-
gan her salad—the verimost hearts of
lettuce and slender celery stalks in-
laid with pungent dressing and spec-
kled with pepper the color of rust.
Who Alice's visitor, out in the living-
room was, and why Alice had left this
person to hurry into the kitchen for
the landlady of Le Chateau, Mary
wanted very much, in a subdued, in-
active sort of way, to know, sitting
there keeping the peace by merely
waiting. Had it not been contrary to
her code of deportment in all but the
most trivial matters, she might have
followed after her sister to solve the
mystery. But there was something in
the situation and in the smile—some-
thing conveyed to her in a way she
could not have expressed even if she
were sufficiently conscious of the mes-
sage—that made her sit and wait ; to
do so, she knew immediately, intui-
tively, after a fashion sub-consciously,
was her part, for the moment, in what
was going on.
Something not ordinary had come to
her sister's knowledge. The smile and
the look said, "I have no time for you
now, but wait." While Mary was do-
ing so, her mind no more than her
body sought consciously to discover
the truth, nor were its processes more
disturbed. Although she was perfectly
aware that 'something unusually im-
portant might have happened, she
thought this no more probable than
that something merely interesting had
occurred. It was her habit to be pre-
pared for whatever might attack her
in life by anticipating every imagi-
nable incident according to her be-
lief that, once prepared, "Nothing can
be too bitter for my high heart." To
practice this theory she had in the
course of her life entertained a fecund
stream of dramatic experiences, that
formed in her mind a unit collected
around the nucleus-idea of stoic forti-
tude. A formula for reaction to
blows that grades the metal of men
occurred to her now, for, it seemed, no
reason at all: "Stand square on your
two feet and keep your mouth shut."
These thoughts, Mary recognized,
were rather suggested by her own im-
aginative treatment of the situation
than by any really positive evidence
that they were relevant right now. All
this speculation and reaction occupied
only the periphery of her mind; not
only the knack of standing firmly on
both feet and keeping her mouth shut
was a habit with her now, but also of
thinking away from futile apprehen-
sion.
Alice passed back into the living
room, without a glance this time.
Mary heard mumbling, the slam of the
heavy front door, a moment of abso-
lute silence inside, and of steps down
the granite stairs outside, then silence
everywhere, a pause like a gathering
of resolutions, before Alice tiptoed
back into the dining room up to her
chair, with the same masking smile,
that had nothing of mirth or joy in it,
and only a recognition of what is ex-
pected of us, perhaps, and behind it,
something that was to be told.
Alice sat down; Mary waited a mo-
ment. Then, "What was it?"
"Cousin Jim. He just drove up from
home—for us. He says Dad has the
grip—rather badly. We are to go
home to help because everyone is worn
out. and they can't get enough nurses
—this time of year—
"
Mary looked at Alice as she spoke.
Their eyes met, and they thought in
communion, step by step.
"He is so strong."
"Yes." A hopeful beam in Alice's
eye died before a gleam of fear. "But
you didn't see Jim. I did. I don't like
the way he looked."
Mary detected in her sister a desire
to escape from the visions pressing in
upon her mind, to do something such
as dashing out of doors for a long run
away, away, for Alice was not shunt-
ing any possible meaning of the mes-
sage Jim brought.
"Well, we will not worry, nor think.
We will just wait and see." She won-
dered if she seemed unfeeling or dense,
too insensibly practical. But she had
done her weeping long ago for all such
things as this might be; she had felt
sick with fear a hundred times, for the
purpose that now she might be cold
and unhurt. There was hardly a single
catastrophe in life that she had not
known in the experience of her imagi-
nation. A shot of steel passed into her
body, drifted leadenly into every inch
of it, even through the tissues of her
brain, and solidified beyond all possi-
bility of hurt. The news which she
had received held no horror for her in
comparison with that of the imagined
catastrophe of a hysterical cry or a
hasty exit at this moment. She even
enjoyed her crisp salad, horrified
slightly by a feeling of resentment that
the most delicious salad served to her
in weeks must divide her attention
with something else.
Alice, she saw, was letting her im-
agination dart ahead, with courage, but
with agitation too. That would not do.
She herself was thinking that if Jim
had been sent to find another nurse
here in a city fifty miles away from
home as well as to get them, her fath-
er's danger could not yet be great.
Nor would Jim have insisted upon
their finishing dinner if it was impera-
tive that they go at once. On the other
hand, the family had been "worn out"
with watching, and Jim "had a look"
that sent a kindred look into Alice's
eyes. She herself had not seen. Jim,
undiscerning boy, had begged Alice to
keep her in the dark—because she was
younger, she supposed. His request
allowed two interpretations in two ex-
tremes. If the dread one were true,
Mary knew that grip was not the trou-
ble, but pneumonia.
She went upstairs behind Alice, and
threw things into suitcases as though
there was no possibility of return ever,
until the room was drastically, elo-
quently bare. The bareness more than
anything else bespoke the importance
of what had happened in the last half-
hour. Mary tried to gather things cas-
ually, talking and acting and thinking
down Alice's popping splutters of
worry.
Alice repeated again and again, "I
didn't like the way he looked."
No, Mary considered, she hadn't; and
here, all clear and vastly important,
was the crux of her speculation, for if
she had seen how Jim looked, she
would have known all, beyond the need
of a question. There was one question
that she would ask Jim. Was it pneu-
monia? She would sit in the front seat
so that the noise of the engine would
prevent her voice from reaching Alice.
The answer would tell her definitely
whether she was coming home to life
or to death, while meantime she would
show how she could face this thing, or
rather refuse to face it, talking about
this and that,—oh, even laughing
loudly— , that was the sportsmanlike
thing to do, to laugh in the face of
death, and the more nonchalant one
was. the more brave.
Mary played her part for a whole
half-hour of their two-hour drive
home; then suddenly she remembered
her question, and with the recollection,
as of a thing of long years ago, an an-
cient problem for aeons solved, the an-
swer known but the problem still lin-
gering in the mind, like old memo-
randa of things done, came the realiza-
tion of a different point of view, of the
conviction in her heart that she need
not ask the question, that somehow
she had known the answer from the
time that the problem had presented
itself,—that it had offered itself sim-
ply because it was the truth. She had
not even needed the confirmation of
Jim's face. She had hardly noticed it.
For a long moment Mary was silent;
more than ever was she sensitive to
Alice's silence and to the inane re-
marks of Jim, who thought that she
did not know. Perhaps she knew more
than he now. But she was conscious,
too, that she had been and was still
building up, building up, for the emer-
gency, which she now saw clearly
face-to-face. In her imagination she
saw a rope uncurl and curl again
about her body; she did not enjoy her
stoicism, but she felt sure of it. She
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saw objectively this ride she was now
making to do homage to the power that
touches and makes to wilt, touches and
makes to wilt, all through life, until
at last she saw herself, but only in
weak glimpses that struggled with her
stifled breath, noble in the mellow
courage of Don Quixote, glorious in the
divine pluckiness of Cyrano.
Just as the car stopped at the end of
its journey she glimpsed a figure flit
to, then away from, a front window.
She saw a hand lying against one
pale cheek. In less than a minute
now— . She took her time. Turned to
thank Jim with a "See you later!" and
went up the stairs.
Now, for a moment, her face down,
unseen by any human eye, surrendered
its bravado and its grinning; for a mo-
ment she so longed passionately to
run—run, away from the too close
knowledge of life. Then the mask
fell on.
She was prepared to ward off the
message that met her at the door. The
voice that spoke to her trembled in
fright, but she checked it. "I know, I
have known."
Margaret Shay, 1926.
MUSIC
There where the foaming spray is born
of sea,
'Midst swish of waves and wail of
wind I heard
A symphony of muted melody,
A chord unstruck, a sound afar that
stirred
My soul; the music rose and fell as
waves
Retreat, or sweep upon the shore once
more,
And merged with winds and fleeing
clouds in graves
Of dreams that haunt, and if to haunt
to soar.
What is music? The winds in clouds
or trees,
The rain on hills, or snow that falls in
spring,
The moonbeam's song to stars, or
nights to dawn,
My love for you, my friend; no none
of these,
But all the sounds that hidden fairies
sing,
And rippling laughter, fairy chimes
withdrawn.
Phyllis Barthman, 1927.
THE MASTER OE THE STORE
THE PEASANT TEA SET
Why do you serve such fragile cake
On heavy plates that will not break;
And crowd those lumplets, hardly
whole,
Into the strong, stout, sugar bowl?
Instead, use lumps which blop a sea
Of stimulating sepia tea.
And on the thick plates freely spread
Apple-sauce, and crusts of bread.
Helen Katjfmann, 1927.
The sun was just rising out of a
bank of snow clouds as Ed. Hinchley's
lank grey figure trudged up the hill
past the new minister's house. He
stopped as he passed the kitchen
porch, to shift his tightly clenched um-
brella from his left hand to his right,
and straightened his gaunt frame with
visible effort so as to include the whole
rear of the house in his approving gaze.
"Hiram did a good job, and to fit a
minister's pocket-book" was his tacit
comment as he gripped the umbrella
afresh and bent his back to the hill.
His long upper lip pressed firmly
against the lower made with his thin-
curved nose a clear-cut silhouette, like
a question-mark, against the loose
snow as the sun shone suddenly over
the waking town. The great saws
were gaining momentum for a new day
as he passed the sawmill; the station
agent was clanking empty milk cans
down from the freight platform in time
for the early trains which was but now
crawling up the valley, whistling at
the crossing four miles below the vil-
lage, at South Shaftsbury.
Ed Hinchley's store stood beside the
station, grown grey from the soot of
six daily trains for forty years. He
paused on the second narrow step, as
he always did, to pull his homespun
cap over his keen grey eyes for a look
down the western valley that he might
forecast the weather for the rest of
the morning, just as a ground-hog
scans the hillside before he backs into
his hole for a nap. His comprehensive
glance returned from the banked
clouds to the umbrella and he shook it
toward the valley as if to say, "I'm all
ready for you!"
With his verdict of the weather es-
tablished for the morning, he pulled
out a bunch of assorted keys, jingled
them until the worn brown store key
came to his gnarled fingers, and
pushed it into the lock. Inside, the
.store was a dungeon of piled cereal
boxes, lighted only by a yellowish
kerosene night-lamp. Ed's motions
were those of one accustomed to his
task. He walked to the hooks at the
back of the store, putting up shades
and blowing out the lamp as he passed,
stood his umbrella in a corner, took
off cap, overcoat, overshoes, and coat,
hitched up his suspenders, and lighted
a corn-cob pipe. Then he shook down
the stove and hurled great thumping
logs upon the red embers. Threading
his way between crates of grapefruit
and piles of tarred rope, he stooped
down among the flour barrels and
pulled out by the tail a rat dangling
from a trap. He disappeared in the
darkest recesses of the back of the
store for a moment and came back
with a cobweb in his grizzled hair and
an empty trap in his hand. By care-
fully circumventing a rack of whips
and bending to avoid a bunch of green
bananas, he reached the chipped door
of the safe and drew out three great
ledgers. Then he disappeared from
view behind the safe. The scratching
of his blunt pen was the only sound in
the store, save the ticking of the Big
Ben and an occasional squeak or rust-
ling of mice among the sacks.
*****
Half an hour passed before the
ledgers were returned to the safe with
the thud of old pigskin against old
canvas. Ed Hinchley's head bobbed
behind the counter as he peered at a
shelf of books above the safe. His
pipe protruded stiffly from tight lips;
his leathern forehead was puckered,
as he felt along the shelf for the
eighth book. Zane Grey's "Border
Legion." He thumbed the dirty cover
as he stumbled back to his chair be-
tween the window and the safe.
Again silence fell upon the store, ex-
cept for the gentle puff-puff from the
corn-cob pipe and the creak-creak of
rockers on the rough boards.
*****
"How much are cranberries this
morning, Ed?" asked a voice as rasp-
ing as the belt saws at the lumber
mill. A rusty head was thrust in at
the door.
The rocking ceased as the master of
the store rose and surveyed the gen-
erous form of his customer. "Thirty-
five a quart," he judged.
"Give me a quart, then, while I go
after that danged mare," and the man
was gone, lurching up the road after
his horse which was strolling up to
the side of a grain car. He brought
her around with a jerk and an oath,
and joined Ed, who was shaking the
cranberries into a paper bag.
"Jane having company" Ed queried.
"Minister's comin' to supper she
says. By the way, got any chair glue,
Ed?" A search followed, in which Ed
dislodged all the safety pins and
Sloane's liniment, and finally a dust-
swathed bottle of glue.
"What do you think of the new min-
ister, Ed?"
"Seems like a decent, God-fearin'
man enough. He's been talking to me
about buyin' seeds for a garden, and I
says to him 'Ther' ain't any use in
plantin' in Vermont before the first of
May, Rev. Jefferies.' "
"You send him to me when he wants
to buy seeds, Eri Bump. Don't let
Pat Cull'n get hold of him with those
fancy seed catalogues."
"So long. The mare's got her eye on
that grain car again. So long."
He had hardly taken up the train of
his story again when the latch clicked
and the door opened with a shove.
The minister's tall black form loomed
dark among the boxes. He came and
looked over the counter at Ed Hinch-
ley and his book.
"Good morning, Mr. Hinchley.
You're early at your reading this
morning, earlier than I ever get down
to mine."
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"Ah
—
good morning, Mr. Jefferies.
Yes, I'm always reading at Zane Grey.
I've read all his books now and this is
the fifth time. I don't seem to git tired
of that kind of reading. What can I
do for you this morning?"
"I'd like a can of your best peas,
please."
"I have some at thirty and some at
twenty-five. I'd advise you to take the
twenty-five. They're a fine pea and I
always believe in saving a few cents
whenever you can. I've always prided
myself on thrift, Mr. Jefferies. Being
the treasurer of the town and the
church and the school has made me
know the value of dollars and cents.
I say any man can live on nine hun-
dred a year if he's saving, like me."
"That's a fine record, Mr. Hinchley.
I think Mrs. Jeffries would rather have
me bring the thirty-cent kind this time.
I'll take half a dozen bananas, too—oh,
the ripest, please."
He paid his money out of a limp
leather purse, bundled the bags under
one long arm, and bowed "Good day"
at the door. Ed stood at the window,
arms akimbo, pipe at a belligerent
ninety-degree angle, as the minister
whistled and a bouncing Airedale left
the station cat clinging to the lamp-
post to gallop after him. "Ump," he
thought. "Wonder if that dog's a thor-
oughbred."
* * * *
At home, as he drew his chair up to
the dinner table, laid his napkin across
his vest, and jerked his coat together,
he looked over the generous dishes of
corn-beef and creamed cabbage and a
pitcher of amber maple syrup and
at his pretty young wife who was
pouring him a glass of milk. "Any
callers this morning, Emily?" he
asked, as he plunged a knife into the
bread. It was his own particular brand
of corn-beef and he enjoyed the well-
cured, wholesome look of it. It was
like Emily to have his favorite meat
for dinner when the morning had been
rather dreary. "Pretty bad under foot,
though it turned out bright after all."
"No callers, dear. I've been busy ev-
ery moment with just a glance at Mary
and the new baby on my way to the
post office and the rest of the time
struggling with the grate in the
kitchen range. I think I'll have to
drive to Bennington this afternoon to
have the clinker mended. That's why
we haven't any baked potatoes, as I
intended, for dinner."
The meal proceeded silently. Ed
Hinchley enjoyed his dinner. He en-
joyed the picture his wife made in
front of him, her dark head framed in
the brightness of the window, her
cheeks as pink as the roses in the
cheery print dress she was wearing.
She looked twenty years his junior
with her youthful face and strong,
capable figure, and he loved her for it.
As he helped himself to the syrup
for the griddle-cakes, which his wife
brought steaming from the kitchen, he
said thoughtfully, "The minister came
up to the store this morning, Emily."
"Did he seem glad to have the paint-
ing over?"
"I didn't ask him. He bought some
peas and bananas and went out before
I had a chance. Eri says he's thinking
about a garden already. Shows he's
not acquainted with Vermont, doesn't
it?"
"Yes, but don't you think it's a pleas-
ure to talk to someone from the city?
He's always so cordial when I meet
him."
"Jane and Eri are having Mrs. Jef-
feries and him to supper tomorrow.
Don't you think we ought to ask them
to dinner soon? Seems as if the treas-
urer of St. James' ought to be the first
to entertain the minister. How would
Sunday be?"
"All right as far as I'm concerned, if
you'll stop at Polly Groff's and ask her
if she'll send Martha in to help me
with the serving and the dishes. We
must have something real good. Have
you any sweet potatoes up at the
store? I'll get Brussels sprouts and
salad and other fixings down in Ben-
nington this afternoon. You pick me
out a nice fat chicken sometime before
Sunday, so's it can drain."
"But, Emily, can't we have the min-
ister to dinner without buying town
food and killing the chickens? Recol-
lect, they're getting pretty thinned out
with these pesky skunks, and I have
plenty of canned goods up at the store
we can have. Those twenty-five-cent
peas of mine are fit for anybody."
"Why, Ed, what's the matter! We
can't skimp the minister! Remember
your mother's old motto: 'Give the cat
and the minister the top of the milk!"
"I don't want any of his fastidious
city notions to make him expect more
than he's going to get here. He's go-
ing to be extravagant enough, from all
I've seen. I'd like' to teach him that
country dogs and peas and dinners are
good enough for any minister. Pretty
soon he'll be asking for a car and,
when electricity comes, he'll be want-
ing that."
"But, Ed, you don't mind my Buick.
Why shouldn't the minister have a
car?"
"Pshaw, Emily. You don't under-
stand. I've got to keep to my word. I
never claimed you could live on nine
hundred a year, but / can, and I won't
have him walking over me in money
matters. Go to town and get your
things, but don't tell him they don't
come from Hinchley's store!"
Ed Hinchley, with the dignity of the
occasion in every line of his face,
though his eyes twinkled through their
bushy brows, stamped into his rubbers
and slung himself into his coat.
"Want me to bring the car out,
Emily?" he called from the open door.
Emily stopped crumbing the table and
whistling "Pop goes the weasel" long
enough to call back, "No, thank you,
dear. I'll put the market baskets in
before I back out of the garage."
He slammed the door and strode up
the street, hands in his pockets. As
he walked he began to whistle, and as
he whistled he walked faster. No one
would expect that those tight lips
could form such cheerful sounds as
those which were falling on the crisp
air. Something seemed to be tugging
at the brass buttons on his coat. . . .
After all, these were pretty good days.
The town, the school, and the church
showed for his good management.
. . . His wife was a wonder. She
might be right. . . . Should he stop at
the library and get "The Lone Star
Ranger" on his way to the store? . . .
Maybe he'd brought up enough minis-
ters in the way they should go. Maybe
he'd give young Mr. Jefferies more of
a free rein. Perhaps nine hundred
was a bit stiff with a dog like that and
a new church in the country. . . .
Speeded on by such thoughts, he had
reached his chair by the window be-
hind the store safe. His book fell open
to page two fifty-three as he picked it
up. The comfortable creak-creak,
creak-creak of the rockers and a spiral
of blue smoke from a corn-cob pipe
were the only signs that the master of
the store was ready for business.
Constance Gilbert, 1926.
THE GRACKLE
Wings a-tremble of purple-black,
Wings shined like a silver knife
Gleam and glow like an onyx plaque
Where the slanting sun warms the
stone to life.
Swooping down from the thinner air,
Sweeping down from the tip of the
pine.
And the pinnacle sways as he settles
there,
Shivers the tree with his weight;
malign,
A Dis of the skies all black at night;
In day with royal purple flecked,
Kingly, silent, and erudite
With wisdom from magic pine cones
pecked.
He has no realm, and he has no power
His might is the glow of sunlit hour.
J. C. S., 1927.
TO A MOUNTAIN EV BETHLEHEM,
PA.
You rise with dignity to bear
The wild sweet weight of sky and air.
With body bowed, you calmly know
The clouds and rain and winds that so
Whisper of crazy fate.
But you were never meant to hear
The dirty town that sprawling there
Grips your great sides. Send crashing
down
That greedy, soiled, smoke-filtered
town
With one fierce thrill of hate!
And then forget. Proud, mighty, high,
Unblemished, carry clouds and sky.
Alice Hickey, 1926.
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DRY-POINTS OF PARIS
I
As our train lumbered through the
quiet dusk of early morning I had been
straining to see the dim outline of the
Sacre Coeur etched against the smoky
mist. It was too dark to see at all
until we were quite close, but pres-
ently, out of that pervading gloom,
pierced occasionally with a flickering
yellow light, it began to assume some
shape: a pearly, oriental structure,
with its minarets and towers bizarre
and ghostly, fading into blurs of in-
distinctness. It looked like something
a little more than earthly, that flaunt-
ing beacon of Catholicism, rising, so it
seemed, by some occult power, to that
lofty eminence; rising suddenly, pre-
cipitously, eerily, dominating the low
cringing plain for miles around.
That first glimpse of the white pile
of the Sacre Coeur had come to signi-
fy for me more than the vision of a
rather garish white marble cathedral,
perched at the top of hundreds of
weary steps. But, by reason of the
distinguished height of Mont Martre
which it crowned, it was the first
thing that caught the eye of the re-
turning traveller, the first authentic
assurance that one was actually in
Paris again ; though on this particular
morning, at that extremely early hour,
it was difficult to tell whether one saw
the distant peaks and turrets, or
whether one wanted to so much that
mere longing created them.
Slowly, with great creakings, and
backings and sudden lurches (the en-
gineer is not interested in the potential
slumbers of those in the Wagons-Lits)
we have arrived. So that wasn't the
fairy tower of some forgotten ancient
castle that we'd seen, but the Sacre
Coeur after all, and we were actually
back in Paris. It was so early that the
Care du Nord was practically deserted.
One missed the strident voices and
frantic gesticulations of a customary
entry into Paris; even the shrewd
douanier gestured us away with a
weary motion of the hand. Apparently
one could smuggle at this time of day
if one wanted to, for all the interest
displayed by the uniformed gentleman
idly rummaging through a valise, and
with the air of a languorous John
Hancock writing mysterious symbols
in white chalk upon our luggage.
Some one had succeeded in rousing
a corpulent taxi driver from his pleas-
ant slumbers over the wheel of his tiny
Citoycn; with an occasional curse, and
the exchange of a muttered impreca-
tion the porter and the taxi driver had
finally determined upon some unity of
effort in the bestowal of "les bagages"
about the various crevices and juttings
of the taxi which had been designed as
such recepticals, and we went dashing
off, down dim cobble-stoned streets,
honking our horn riotously, though
there was as yet not another soul astir.
The funny acrid-sweet smell of Paris
began to seep through, a smell com-
posed of sweet-pickles and smoke, and
something else that is intangible and
indefinable, but which assails the nos-
tril with a glad welcoming sniff. The
shops are all hermetically sealed,
against the night air, no doubt, as
much as against marauders. They
have a strangely dead look, those
great corrugated grey shutters that re-
minds one of pictures of death-masks,
so silent, so motionless, and lifeless.
Dashing unexpectedly into the Rue de
Rivoli, past the grim symbol of the
Bastille we came at last upon some
signs of human activity. For here
were the market carts, laden with the
produce of hundreds of out-lying gar-
dens, glowing piles of golden carrots,
mountains of beets, and tender green
lettuces and bluish cabbages, rattling
over the uneven pavement, their vend-
ors scuttling to secure the most advan-
tageous positions for their gaudy
wares.
And presently a cautious boulan-
gerie will emerge from behind the
deadening grey curtain and a tiny boy
carrying a perfectly tremendous bas-
ket will appear, and in the basket will
be long brown spears of bread for the
breakfast of respectable burgers.
Other figures begin to appear on the
street, almost as if by magic. Paris
is awake at last, and is settling down
methodically, and with precision to the
day's work.
II
The Avenue du Bois de Boulogne
widens with a graceful curve into the
Bois itself. The chestnut trees glim-
mer as greenly by moonlight as they
do in the clear yellow-gold light of a
summer's day. Only, where earlier
prim little girls in very short dresses,
that exposed several extra inches of
nobby leg, sedately played at dolls, or
ecstatically rolled their hoops under
the watchful surveilance of a be-
eapped "bonne," at night Romance
runs rampant. It lurked in the shad-
ows under those chestnut trees where
each tired shop girl sits, clasped in the
ardent embrace of her retired soldier;
it lurks in the still dimmer shadows
where an audacious Pierrot might be
kissing his Pierrette; and more re-
motely still, if one's vision were keen,
one could detect the stately figure of
some vanished duke or earl delicately
pressing the finger-tips of his lady.
There is the sparkle of a jewel in the
moonlight, the sheen of silk and bro-
cade as they pass with a flutter of
wings down the long aisles of trees
and disappear permanently, swal-
lowed by the purple shadows that
created them.
And the brilliant bubbles of light
suddenly pierce the shadows; there
comes a distant sound of music, the
strident blare of the new jazz orches-
tra, and suddenly, like a shining castle
in fairyland the Chateau de Madrid
glows in the darkness. The twentieth
century is floating by clad in rose-
colored chiffon. There is the sound of
champagne corks popping, and the
dusty glories of the Louis fade in the
brighter effulgence of today.
K. C, 1926.
Ill
There was a twisted street, leading
a bit uncertainly from the "Boul'
Mich" whither we had been directed.
Houses hung rakishly over the street,
apparently leaning against each other
in a kind of drunken unsteadiness,
veering at odd angles now this way,
now that. There was a busy sale of
kitchen utensils, garments, trinkets,
what-not being conducted amid hun-
dreds of swarming, raucous-voiced,
Parisiennes in the centre of the boule-
vard so that passage-way was practi-
cally debarred, and the final assault on
"numero dix-sept, Bis" assumed quite
herculean proportions.
One pulled a long bell-handle which
woke the echos in the cobble court-
yard and set the rusty bell to jangling
and clanging hideously. A char-lady
appeared at length, puffing vigorously
from the exertion of answering our
ring, and apparently striving by her
very obvious Christian forbearance to
make us more keenly aware of the ex-
treme discomfort we had caused her
by arriving at the particular moment.
She suggested, oh, so subtly, that we
had deranged her entire day by our
uncalled-for arrival, and that she
really didn't know how she could ever
catch up with her work. As a matter
of fact, of course, she had been doing
nothing at all, but callers were un-
looked-for events at numero dix-sept
bis on that twisted street, and we were
to appreciate our intrusion for what it
was, she felt.
We could catch glimpses behind her
bulky form of a large court, shabby
and dilapidated almost beyond recog-
nition, but which might once have
sheltered no one knew what splendor.
The great oak door was open just far
enough for us to see the barren spots
where the plaster had peeled, the bits
of wood and piles of rubbish in the
corner.
The guardian of all this continued to
regard us severely. She didn't think
"M'sieur, l'artiste" was home, but he
lived up those stairs there to the right.
We could go up and see for ourselves
if we wanted to. As for her, she
would return to her interrupted labors.
One saw at a glance why it was that
madame left us to make our way un-
escorted. The stairs to which she had
directed us couldn't have been more
than two feet wide, and were so pre-
cipitous as to defy all but the most ad-
venturous of Alpine climbers—which,
one gathered, Madame was not! They
were dark, too, those stairs, and one
sensed rather uncomfortably that
there were rats who probably resented
our intrusion no less hostilely than
had Madame.
We pushed valiantly onward, how-
ever, and, arriving at the top peered
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anxiously clown a long dim corridor.
We knocked at the only door whose
hinges were all intact. There was a
scuffle, indicating that Madame's prog-
nostications were actuated more by
pique than by accuracy, and the door
was opened by a frail-looking girl.
"I wanted to buy a drawing," I be-
gan. "Monsieur — sent me
here."
"Oh, come in, mademoiselle, come in.
My husband will show you." And she
called "Andre" loudly, as if to make us
think that there were hundreds of
yards between them, when in reality
"Andre," as was apparent to the mean-
est intelligence, was only behind a
rather rickety screen that divided the
"studio" from the rest of the "apart-
ment." Her eagerness and her diffi-
dence were pathetic. Customers were
rare for Andre, one gathered, and she
fluttered anxiously between the screen
and the door, uncertain whether we
should have a change of heart before
Andre could properly emrege. She
drew up two insecure chairs, and
started nervously to thumb over a
portfolio or two.
Andre did finally put in an appear-
ance, a youngish-looking man with a
limp, and cadaverous eyes. He, too,
was eager, nervous, as he started to
show us his work, touching this one
lovingly, and that one with slight dis-
dain.
"You like that head of a boy, hein?
He is a peasant boy where I lived be-
fore the war. One of the boys that
press the wine, you know. But he is
dear, that one. The size, you see.
Mademoiselle." One could tell that his
audacity was simply freezing up his
little wife. She smiled at him bril-
liantly, tremulously.
"It is," he said, with an expectant
shudder, "one hundred francs." And
both of them hovered on the brink of
untold anxiety to see how we would
receive this awful information, with
the look of people who see a door that
is on the verge of slamming violently
shut, and are steeling themselves to
bear the inevitable bajig.
"He's rather charming, that black-
browned, sullen boy," I said, drawing
out a note of the Bank of France.
"Will you wrap it for me?" And I
turned away a little embarrassed be-
fore the look of radiant joy that suf-
fused the faces of the lame artist and
his wife.
"Oh, Andre, now you can go up the
river for the summer sketching after
all," I heard her say in an exultant
voice. Her ecstacy must have been in-
fectious, for I heard him laugh, a deep
throaty unaccustomed laugh which
followed us down the dark unsavory
channel of the stairway. K. C, 1926.
EXITS AND ENTRANCES
There are some of us who are born
to enter life like Beatrix, with a taper
lighting our softness and shadowing
our sharpness, who are born to des-
cend great stair-cases to our Harry
Esmonds below; and then again there
are some of us to whom, like Cyrano
de Bergerac, the graceful entrance is
denied, but for whom the closing cur-
tain falls in swift silence and dumb
applause.
If we might have our choice there
would be some who would be Beatrix
and be very fair, who would flick
their small gloves at hushed applause
and, lifting their tapers high and their
heads higher, would descend, defiantly
beautiful. But in all our hearts is
that deep, tragic longing for a great
exit, a longing that looks shamefaced
in the daylight and still persists.
When we are children we think to
run away and be found dead, dead
and unappreciated, and in a mournful
and delighted whisper we say to our-
selves, "Then they'll be sorry."
As we grow older we learn to think
of less obvious ways; the other seems
to us so childish. We begin to wrap
our lives around this longing, cher-
ishing and comforting it. This yearn-
ing is not the ordinary desire for
fame, the desire to be known as the
sculptor of an immortal Hermes, the
builder of an arc de Triomphe or
writer of flaming sonnets. It is an
inner personal hunger for the sympa-
thy of admring appreciation. It can
be warmed, not by the praise of our
handiwork, but by the praise of the
spirit that prompts such handiwork,
and that prompts all our actions, and
all our being through our entire life.
It is by this thread that we hang on,
some of us to be Beatrix and some of
us to be Cyrano, according as we are
born, we, through whom the thread
is drawn.
We would live for the great en-
trance, the Beatrix whose glory conies
swimming to meet her, as she, framed
against the stairs, goes to meet it;
1ml we would live to die for the great
exit, the Cyrano, the unappreciated,
he who dies in the heighth of a far
greater glory, a secret glory that can
not l>c known until he wills it, and
(.til not be made less by his living
to enjoy it.
The difficulty, the absurd foolish-
ness of the whole thing, lies in the
fact that we cannot choose. Our art
lies in not bungling our role. Some
of us who long to play Beatrix arc
unhappily wedded to an awkward
gait and a mouth that speaks dumbly,
a mouth that traitorously betrays our
shamefaced desire for some role that
would suit our souls but make the
world laugh derisively, uncontroll-
ably; the preposterousness of such a
face wanting such a pair of eyes, or
such a mouth such a song to sing!
And the other one, the one who was
born to the role of Beatrix, had she
a vision of a greater glory would the
world laugh then? Fatuously and
with benign smile do the people gaze
up on this small unnatural product
of theirs, their lady Beatrix in grace
and bearing, who would have a sol-
emn music to escort her lovely, trip-
ping way.
And so if we were born unwieldy
it were bettor to play for the end and
not the beginning; and though of
course one occasionally slips past the
end because someone very beautiful
has come in; and though our silence
is broken with tiny hand-clappings
like dry, bright leaves, it can not be
helped. There are so many to come
and go.
We do not need to waste our words
upon the other one. She very soon
learns to love the adulation lavished
upon her, and decides slyly within
herself that she shall have both. She
will live a glorious Beatrix and die
a lovely Cyrano. She will make a
very pretty frown and be very dis-
contented with her lot, and she will
despise her loveliness and be very
lovely while she despises it.
When she dies, a beautiful woman,
and a woman who counted such
beauty as little, will have died and
there will be a great hush and a great
solemn music.
Eleanor Moak, 1927.
ON A "CTNCONATA" FLAYED UY
TAIL WHITMAN
Harsh bewilderment of sound
Drama of the city's shriek
Yelling demons in a round
Traced the notes in scores oblique
Aided by the classic ghosts
Of Chopin, Schumann, Rimsky—Hosts
Of rare blue spirits mingling
With eerie scarlet djinns that lurk
Blatant, screaming in the murk
Of smoking chimneys, jingling
Brass bells, wire strung
Tipped with jeers; each copper tongue
Green corroded
Venom-loaded
Dancing bodiless as thistle
(Music of a factory whistle)
Crazy each directs his way
None to sway.
Planless, aimless, rhythm mangled
Tortured, twisted rasped and angled
Slow returning to the norm
Symmetrical familiar form,
With a pounding, pounding counter-
rhythm
Beating—Swirling in a whirlwind
rhythm
Sweeping elliptically, changing
To a smoother tone of notes
All in a circle ranging
Calm and free; like the twisted crys-
tal cry from throats
Of meadow larks, or measured tone
of scholar as he quotes
A line of Latin; Growing, quickening,
heightening
To the swift and searing lightning
Pace of thought, word, way
Today.
J. C. S., 1927.
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TEMPLE AT CHANG-SHA
I was taken, once, outside the fire-
walls of the city to visit an old temple,
where worship had fallen into slow dis-
use because of a lack of funds com-
bined with the sudden growth of a mis-
sion church in the neighborhood. My
father and I knocked at the precincts,
and a priest ushered us into a paved
courtyard, from which other court-
yards led into further corners, culmin-
ating in a roofed inclosure,—the temple
proper. Within were halls, dimly lit
by flickering candles. Rows of life-
sized images faced each other along
the sides, receiving the perfunctory
worship of a few joss sticks. From
low bronze bowls before some of the
gods, incense burned heavily, until the
air was clogged by an over-sweet
aroma. Unreality and strange tearful-
ness was here, apparent in the lurking,
grey-robed priest, and the swirling
bats, beating dusky wings in the shad-
owy heights above.
In this part of the temple, however
dusty, worship was still carried on; but
beyond the halls was the ancient heart
of the cult— a lofty-ceilinged sanctu-
ary, with an altar in the centre. On it
was enthroned a giant god carved of
wood. Robes of silk, crimsoned with
dragon embroideries, rotted around his
chair. Grey dust piled high, kindly
obliterating the ravages made by the
passing years in his painted figure;
the god-face that had once been ma-
jestic, darting yellow sparks from
angry eyes, was pitiful in its faded
impotence. Spiders ran between the
blue-carven fingers whose dignity it
would have been death to touch not so
many years ago.
As I stared, the fluttering candles
cast long shadows across the walls
making the image loom larger than
before. This hall, cobweb-tapestried,
was not so sinister as the others; yet
it breathed the air of old deserted
places. The baffled sorrows of the cen-
turies whispered here. Here too, was
the flat calm, the peace, not of inner
quietude, but of time asleep. No wind
from the street outside ever blew in
this enclosure to stir the dust cur-
tains; no sound ever reached its soli-
tude.
I was suddenly swept with a sense
of the eternal finiteness of man's quest
for the infinite. This god, man-made,
man-forgotten, was not a step in the
approach toward ultimate reality, but
a mere discarded image in a cycle of
images, each more resplendent than
the one before, as to robes and gifts
—
each more outwardly awe-inspiring
than any of its fore-runners. And in a
few hundred years each is consigned to
ante-rooms, dust-piled, when many an
Odyssean bat wanders forever among
the shadows.
The priest led us out to the gate,
acknowledging a coin as a tribute to
his capabilities as guide. The door
opened, and instantly we were swal-
lowed by the noise of the street:
squeaking wheelbarrows, squealing
pigs, and scolding women. The ugly
mission bell tolled noisily for vespers
in the cold, unpainted chapel. Would
the abandoned god hear, I wondered,
or hearing would he greatly care?
Desolate eternity at least is very still.
Katharine Peeein Gage, 1926.
VAGARY
I have scattered triangles all my life.
And now I must move richly on four
wheels,
In turquoise garments;
Down the clipped walk, with pebbles
At my feet.
I can laugh mutely, like the lustre of
silver
In the dusk.
I am metallic thinly, striking the ear
with dullness
Like the scratching of a pen.
"THE HUMORS OF LAMB AND
STEVENSON"
Judged from Their Letters
Surely a man is never more himself
than when he is spontaneously humor-
ous. When he makes up his mind to
be serious, pulls a long face and
speaks in long words, a tint of artifici-
ality spreads quickly over him.
Learned he may be, and intellectual by
the hour, and we may listen and adore
his words, but it is when he confides
in us that he has a new joke that we
know we have reached the real man.
He gives never so freely of his per-
sonality as when he loosens the strings
of his natural wit, and lets his humor
play games with his tongue.
Likewise, he should reveal himself
more clearly than anywhere else in
his letters. Unless, aping Petrarch,
he addresses his correspondence in a
vague manner to his posterity, he has
no definite notion of revealing himself
to public gaze in these productions.
He writes with no ambition for lucre
or fame, but solely to make himself
more intimate with the person with
whom he corresponds. Combining our
two observances, we come to the con-
clusion that the inmost spirit of a man
can be most truly comprehended from
the humor that is found in his letters.
There is plenty of humor in the let-
ters of both Lamb and Stevenson to
satisfy this eager and perhaps imper-
tinent pursuit after the essence of
their souls. With many similarities,
they are as widely different as the hu-
mors of two men must always be. The
humor of Lamb spills all over the
pages like cream from a child's milk
jug, with an abundance of bantering
words, careless interjections, cryptic
observances and dry, crackling satire.
Stevenson's is the clear, warm wine of
Mirth in a long-stemmed glass, with
careful phrases, tilted just a little like
a bird's wing, to show their under-side
of gaiety.
Lamb has the self-assurance almost
of a buffoon. He is always the more
obvious humorist, the actor who smiles
into the boxes and invites his laughter.
Stevenson seems always gently satiric
of himself. He never escapes from
this introspective attitude of mind, and
when he waxes humorous, the search-
light of his wit is turned instantly into
his own soul. One wandering thought
suggests that this difference in the two
men, namely, Stevenson's introspective
tendency and Lamb's aptitude to re-
frain from a very minute perusal of
his own self, might have been due to
the fact that the thoughts and atten-
tions of the latter were perforce cen-
tered upon his sister, whose fits of in-
sanity were always to be watched and
cared for, while the thoughts and at-
tentions of the former were, likewise
of necessity, concentrated upon his
own person. It is, perhaps, unfair to
say that Lamb is superficial in his ob-
servances, but certainly, in compari-
son with Stevenson, his humor is the
more obvious, his sparkling lights the
brighter, if Stevenson's are as con-
stant, and his wit the more dashing,
if Stevenson's is as true. Lamb says
in concluding a letter written to Miss
Wordsworth in conjunction with his
sister, "Mary has brought her part of
this letter to an orthodox and loving
conclusion, which is very well, for I
have no room for pansies and remem-
brances." It is this bluff and careless
humor which Lamb has to such a de-
gree that by comparison Stevenson
seems not to have it at all.
But in one large respect, they were
in accordance. Though their two wits
might be as different as night and day,
their application of humor to every
moment of their lives, was as constant
as the sun. It was their ability to treat
anything with gentle humor that kept
them from breathing strenuously in
the vapid and arid atmosphere created
by the most intense of the serious-
minded intellectuals.
Elsbeth Thexton, 1928.
HOPAK
Leap, Varvara, Maria, Nastasya!
Stamping your little red boots on
the floor.
Lunge, Alosha, Sergei, and Vaska,
Pliant as bfrches, strong as the
boar!
Golden your spinning, bright as the
fire-bird,
Burnished, and turning, the belling
skirts flare;
Swift, as the rising Don swirling in
spring-tide,
Lashing the dusk with your wide-
swinging hair.
Wilder than steppe-winds that blow
on the marshes,
Speeding and scattering flurries of
snow;
Sweeter than Sadko who harped for
the sea-tsar,
Throb balalaikas, shimmering, low.
Leap, Varvara, Maria, Nastasya!
Stamping your little red boots on
the floor.
Lunge, Alosha, Sergei, and Vaska,
Pliant as birches, strong as the
boar!
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AN EXPERIMENT
Last year the editoral board of the
Literary Supplement modestly com-
pared itself to Beethoven, who found
thirty-two ways to express a single
theme. But perhaps a more just com-
parison would be with Tschaikovsky,
who is reported—somewhat aprocryp-
hally—to have presented his teacher
with a hundred and seven variations
on one subject. For, during the last
two years, the college has been urged
through editorials, posters, "heretic"
notices, and free-presses to exhibit a
tangible manifestation of interest in
this publication of literary efforts. It
is scarcely necessary to say how
every one of these attempts to evoke
interest—even the plea for destruc-
tive criticism—failed lamentably.
Yet it has seemed to many members
of the faculty, and to the editors
themselves, that it would be both a
proof of cowardice and an act of per-
haps too hasty judgement to allow the
Supplement to evaporate with the cus-
tomary airiness of its prototypes. The
decision has been made, therefore to
add, as it were, a coda to the varia-
tions, which, if it fails, will absolve
the board from guilt and put the rea-
son for failure where it belongs: in
the fact that the college has no need
for a Supplement.
Through the kindness of the News
Business Board, therefore—and here
it may be well to explain that, while its
editors form an altogether separate or-
ganization from the Neivs, the Supple-
ment receives its entire financial sup-
port from the News Board—we have
been permitted the expansion evident
in the present issue. Moreover., the
Business Board, evincing its generos-
ity further, has offered for this year
exclusively, three prizes for literary
work: $10 for the best short story,
$10 for the best essay, and $5 for the
best poem. These will be published
in the third and final issue of the
Supplement in April, when announce-
ment of the winners will be made.
Material for the contest should be in
the box under the News board by
January, typewritten, signed and
labelled as submitted for the contest.
The board may publish, in the next
issue any material submitted, not win-
ning the prize.
The editorial board does not wish
to hold out the altered form, and
the offer of reward for services ren-
dered as a sugar-plum to an unwilling
public. Nevertheless, it wishes to give
a stimulus, a moral justification, if
you will, for extra-class writing which
the lack of glory and reward in the
Supplement have prevented up to this
date.
THE PROGRAM'S THE THING
Some weeks ago the New Republic
published a tirade, in which Mr. Vir-
gil Thompson demolished in effigy the
whole list of orchestral conductors
from Mr. Mengelberg to Dr. Stowkow-
ski, leaving Mr. Damrosch of New
York and Mr. Stock of Chicago as the
sole exponents of direction untinc-
tured by interpretive dancing. Mr.
Thompson's article was unquestion-
ably clever—especially when it hap-
pened to be true. But it could scarce-
ly be called complete: for while he
tackled with an admirable dash of
vitriol the numbers on the symphony
program, he left the contents of the
program itself unscathed.
Now to those who prefer their cul-
ture in sugar-coated doses to be taken
at comfortable intervals after the age
of sixteen, symphony notes> present
probably one of the most pleasant
forms of escape. Diligent perusal for
a week or two will acquaint the read-
er with the fact that the viola is not
a soft-drink, and the oboe may be
mentioned with tolerable equanimity
—tho not always with response—in
polite society. Further study may
even enable him to recognize the end
of a Mozart overture, or the fact that
Erik Satie and Handel are not rivals.
But progress beyond this point de-
pends upon the school of program
which he follows.
There are two principal schools of
program notes: that of Boston, headed
by Mr. Philip Hale, and that of Phila-
delphia, whose Mentor is Mr. Law-
rence Gilman. The former is the
business man's special, crisp, aca-
demic and much on the order of a
Babson report. From it we glean,
for instance, that Haydn's Sixth Sym-
phony is scored for, say, 25 kettle-
drums, 14 bassoons, and 3 flutes, that
it was performed 17 times in Vienna,
on the 16th of September, 1788, and
that on hearing it, the composer's
brother is reported to have turned to
one of the Esterhazys, and sighed,
"Ah, music is music!"—although the
whole event is likely to be a fabrica-
tion on the part of Mr. Smith, Haydn's
regrettable biographer. To such co-
gent information, Mr. Hale usually
appends an interesting list of the com-
poser's works, accurately copied from
Grove's Dictionary, together with
their dates of performance.
Mr. Gilman, on the other hand, fol-
lowing—though less poisonously—in
the tradition of H. T. P. on the Boston
Transcript, tinged somewhat with
hints of James Huneker in his lapses,
takes a head-dive into the Soul of Mu-
sic. No flower of rhetoric is too exo-
tic to describe the graphic impression
which each bar makes on his con-
sciousness. Under his magic touch,
every piece becomes a poem, every
symphony a story. With him we see,
rather than hear, Brahms walking in
the city, pulling daisies and drinking
beer—all in one short movement. The
rarest adjectives are not too eloquent
to explain how Strauss intended the
traps to personify a death-rattle, or
involved a sigh in the violins. More-
over, when Mr. Gilman quotes a let-
ter, it is a definite bearing on the in-
terpretation of the composition he is
analyzing. Consider, for instance,
how searching a connotation may be
gathered from a missive of Schumann,
written at the time of his Fourth Sym-
phony, such as: "My dear Clara: I
am very sad. Could you send me some
books?" Definitely, Mr. Gilman
would say, Schumann's first move-
ment represents his plea for the hooks,
the second Clara's receipt of the let-
ters, and the third the sending of the
books.
Naturally, Mr. Gilman's chief bug-
bear is the Seventh Symphony of
Beethoven. Here he is torn, unable
to decide whether its Allegretto
movement represents a Bacchanale,
a procession of monks, or mere-
ly grey clouds drifting slowly
across a November Sky. Occasion-
ally, however, he will put into brack-
ets such prosaic items as the years
of the musician's birth and death, or
whether the work has been performed
before. Probably the most intimate
touch of all is the picture of Mr. Gil-
man, himself, inserted in the upper
left hand corner of his notes.
In a recent lecture on the growth
of universality in musical apprecia-
tion, Mr. Percy Scholes intimated that
the public was tending to become edu-
cated along musical lines. Certainly,
with such means of enlightenment as
the Symphony notes, his goal is not
far from achievement.
NOTICE
The Supplement wishes to announce
that it is holding for future use sev-
eral contributions which could not be
included for reasons of space in the
present issue, and to remind contri-
butors that it is always well to sig-
nify when they wish to have articles
returned. If for any reason, such
articles submitted are needed before
a return date is indexed on the bulle-
tin board, they can be obtained at
room 62 Shafer.
The Supplement wishes to extend
thanks to the following publishers
for book-notes and review copies re-
ceived.
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ART NOTES
The most important exhibit of the
fall season is unquestionably the Sar-
gent Memorial exhibit that is now be-
ing held at the Boston Fine Arts Mu-
seum. There are displayed some
ninety representative oils and eighty
or more sketches and water colors, not
to mention the new murals and the
bas-reliefs unveiled at the opening of
the Exhibition on November third. It
is an amazing tribute to Sargent's ver-
satility that here within so narrow a
space are ranged portraits, land-
scapes, oils and water-colors, charcoal
drawings, mural decorations, and re-
liefs, all of excellent workmanship, and
all touched by the genius that was pe-
culiarly Sargent's own.
In addition to the already familiar
medallions in the rotunda at the top of
the main staircase, Sargent had com-
pleted the twelve murals just be-
fore his death, so that now the visitor
entering the museum is greeted from
all sides with a new burst of glorious
color, principally translucent shades
of blue and gold. The murals deal
with mythological subjects, the one
over the entrance being a representa-
tion of Apollo in His Chariot with the
Hours, and the others successively The
Winds, Perseus, mounted on Pegasus,
slaying Medusa, Atlas bowed with the
weight of the world in the garden of
the Hesperides, Achilles being taught
to shoot by Chiron, Orestes pursud by
th Furies, Helios being thrown from
the chariot of the Sun, and the last,
Hercules struggling with the hydra.
There is a lavishness of color about
Sargent's treatment, and an almost
plastic sense of line and motion that
would make them notable if there were
nothing else to commend them. Their
execution is quite faultless, and their
essential harmony and unity combine
to make the entrance to the Museum
luminous and lovely.
Passing from the foyer into the ex-
hibition proper, one enters the great
hall of the museum customarily hung
in renaissance tapestry but now cov-
ered completely with the American
portraits of Sargent. One sees here
faces familiar to us in contemporary
life, and many that reflect the vanished
splendors of the late nineteenth cen-
tury. There is something almost pain-
fully revealing in thus gazing at the
bare souls of his sitters, as though
these vain and flippant, proud and
troubled, lofty and serene personages
had been publicly denuded by the art-
ist, and their little foibles and peculi-
arities immortalized in a gesture or a
fleeting expression. One sees the
Countess of Kssex against a back-
ground of Tiepolo blue, gazing haught-
ily, and with a slight simper, down-
ward; Teddy Roosevelt in a character-
istic attitude, looking bombastic and
positive; and, just a few paces beyond.
Mrs. Edward Davis and her son, sensi-
tively appealing and gracious. Lowell
sits there in his professorial robes,
dignified, stern, and burdened with a
sense of justice; while Mrs. Charles
Inches, gowned in dark red velvet
looks down with the slightly startled
expression of a thorough-bred horse, a
bit mystified by the rabble. There are
others no less admirably painted:
Joseph Choate, for instance, and M.
Carey Thomas, ex-president of Bryn
Mawr, and John D. Rockefeller, in a
wistfully pathetic attitude that is quite
entrancing, and the familiar daugh-
ters of Edward D. Boit: an interesting
array of the cream of American so-
ciety during the years when Sargent
was most active, and a sure-drawing
card for the hundreds of daily visitors,
who demonstrate perhaps as clearly as
any other quality the well-known cat-
like desire to look at kings.
John Singer Sargent had a well-
nigh uncanny power to read people,
and to translate what he read into oil
for the world to see, and exclaim,
"How very simple!" That it was not
so simple need hardly be pointed out.
In fact, one of the secrets of Sargent's
mastery of his craft lay in the very
seeming simplicity. One does not see
the steel framework in a great build-
ing, one does not hear the prompter
when a great actor is on the stage, and
yet the girders and the prompter are
there; so with a great portrait, the
basic structure is there but is covered
up with the touches of the artist's
craftmanship.
In back of the main room are hung
some very interesting charcoal draw-
ings that well repay study, and also
several preliminary sketches for the
murals, that are interesting in the de-
velopment of Sargent's art, and are of
course of vital importance to all seri-
ous students of Sargent's technique.
To the right of the staircase as on
mounts there is another room in which
are hung more portraits and several
landscapes, while in the room adjoin-
ing are the water-colors which seem to
be largely experimental, as though the
artist were trying out certain textures
and light and shadow effects. The col-
ors are predominantly blues and
greens and browns and the favorite
subject appears to be sunlight effects
on stone,— a bit of Florentine architec-
ture, a fountain, a scene in Venice,
all done in a rough draughtsman-like
fashion that is more surprising when
one considers the fine brush work and
infinite exactitude of the portraits.
There are many fine examples of the
artist's work that are not on view at
this exhibit, but all that has been in-
cluded is noteworthy, and forms a fine
tribute to the artist who probably did
more 1o lift American art out of its in-
fancy into a full-grown and generally
acknowledged maturity, than any
other, who by the geniality of his per-
sonality performed miracles in uniting
the two great English-speaking na-
tions, and who performed so real a
task in behalf of all art.
There are doubtless many in the un-
dergraduate body who plan to journey
to Europe at some not far-distant date.
Doubtless furthermore, their itinera-
ries will include, after the proper num-
ber of Parisian dressmakers have been
inspected, a certain number of the
more famous at galleries of Europe,
be it Amsterdam or Florence or Ma-
drid. It seems rather a pity, therefore,
that, when an energetic Bostonian
with great care and a fine sense of
aesthetics, accumulated during the
long years of her life, a collection of
art treasures as remarkable as the one
at Fenway Court, that anyone who is
interested in the beautiful things that
man has produced through the ages
should fail to explore it. Mrs. Jack
Gardiner's house, which on her death
was transformed into a Museum open
four times weekly to the public, con-
tains some of the rarest art treasures
to be found in America. In it are ex-
amples of the finest painting the Ren-
aissance produced,—fragments of
sculpture, of brocades and tapestry,
examples that are as fine as any in the
world, and which hold a fascination
for art student and prospective tourist
alike.
A visit to the newly opened Egyp-
tian wing at the Fine Arts Museum
will be of interest to many who,
though not Egyptologists at heart,
have been thrilled by the recent ex-
plorations in the Valley of the Kings,
and the marvels of antiquity there dis-
closed. The exhibit, while not as com-
prehensive as the collection at the
Metropolitan Museum in New York is
scholarly and very effectively dis-
played.
It is interesting to note that taste in
exhibitions has swerved somewhat
from the paths of orthodoxy and con-
vention in Boston; namely that Bos-
tonians have evinced an interest in
jewelry sufficient to occupy the public
notice for one week. The jewelry of
commerce as well as the jewelry of
art was exhibited, and spectators who
used to stand gaping with admiration
before mysteries of prize pumpkins of
incredible magnitude, stood enthralled
while being instructed into the secrets
of the correct jewels for sport wear,
and for formal occasions, and dis-
played an active interest in the intric-
acies of jewelry design.
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BOOK RE VIE WS
TO A COLLECTOR
Vou asked me to come in sometime,
and look
At a first edition of your favorite book.
I came. And, when through a little
leather mound
Of rarities I'd searched, and finally
found
The manuscript all marred with "price-
less" age;
My eager finger tripped on an uncut
page.
A CHALLENOK
The Works of Robert Louis Stevenson.
South Seas Edition. Thirty-Two
Volumes. New York, Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons.
Lovers of companionable books will
eagerly welcome this new edition of
Stevenson—the South Seas Edition,
fresh from the press of Charles
Scribner's Sons. This edition makes
accessible to- us a considerable
body of hitherto unpublished mate-
rial,-—five new papers, thirtyjtwo new
pages from the Silverado diary, some
eighty pages of new critical reviews, a
play, an autobiographical fragment,
some two hundred pages of new poems,
half a dezen unfinished stories, and,
best of all, more than a hundred new
letters. In addition there are more
than a dozen introductions by Lloyd
Osbourne and Mrs. Stevenson vividly
sketching Stevenson at different peri-
ods of his life and giving fascinating
details as to the circumstances of
writing some of Stevenson's stories
and essays. These books of this new
edition are genuinely companionable
in their form, small enough to take
comfortably on a train or trolley when
a good book is so much needed for frag-
ments of time otherwise wasted or
sterile. It will be welcome news to
everyone that each volume may be
purchased quite separately from the
others at ninety cents,—a modest but
fruitful Christmas gift to give two or
three or four volumes toward a per-
manent library.
It is a striking tribute to the vitality
of Stevenson's hold on three genera-
tions' of readers that there is demand
for this new edition. Mr. Stuart Sher-
man, in a most pithy review of this
edition (in Books, Herald-Tribune,
October 25;) challenges the recent
group of disparagers of Stevenson
—
Messrs. Henley, Swinnerton, shrewd
disciple of George Gissing, Hellman
Stewart and others. Their charge is,
perhaps worth restating:
"The teaching of his essays is one
of compromise, not of enlarged ideals;
it ends in a good-natured passivity not
unlike the happy innocence of the do-
mesticated cat . . . With all his desire
for the splendor of the great life of ac-
tion, he was by physical delicacy made
intellectually timid and spiritually
cautious. . . . His plays, his poems, his
essays, his romances—all are seen now-
adays to be consumptive."
To these good folk Mr. Sherman re-
torts:
"What lions have these critical fel-
lows shot with bow and arrow, that
they turn up superior noses at Steven-
son, who ran through the professions
of engineering and law before he was
twenty-five, explored the Scotch coast
in a sailboat, canoed the Sambre and
the Oise, slept in a lonely bivouac a
la belle e.toile in the Cevennes, fled to
San Francisco by steerage and immi-
grant train, ran away with a wife and
family, encamped on Mt. St. Helena,
chartered his own schooner, sailed the
South Seas for three years, feasted
with cannibal chiefs, refused to sleep
with their wives, conspired with Kan-
aka kings, was threatened with depor-
tation, planted a wilderness, governed
a small tribe of savages, and died in
his boots—at the age of forty-four!"
To the second charge that the teach-
ing of the essays is one of compromise,
not of enlarged ideals Mr. Sherman
brings much significant matter, too
long to include here. I quote only
one comment
:
"If Stevenson did not enlarge ideals,
who was it between 1870 and 1893 that
clear-cut, brightly colored, and popu-
larized just his type of Bohemianism
throughout the English-speaking world,
and in particular infatuated with it,
starved, stodgy, stiff, frock-coated
America? Did it change the tune here,
or didn't it ... ? If you think that he
gazed timorously into the abysses of
nature and shrank from the full im-
plications of his vision—or even con-
cealed his vision from readers," then
Mr. Sherman commends us to re-read
Virginibus Puerisque, with unsealed
eyes,
—
Pairis Pipes and Aes Triplex.
This new edition of Stevenson in-
vites us to clarify our own views of
Stevenson, to find our way with the
school who have reacted to Steven-
son's popularity by their attacks, or
the school headed by Mr. Sherman
who find an imperishable charm and
worth in this romancer and essayist,
friend of some of our happiest read-
ing hours.
Sophie 0. Hart.
Possession by Louis Bromfield. New
York, Stokes & Co., 1925.
Some two years ago there appeared
upon the horizon of contemporary lit-
erature a young writer who was loudly
acclaimed as the rising star of Ameri-
can letters. Many highly flattering ap-
pelations were flung to the far winds
by the powers that be. The present
reviewer would hesitate to state that
the eulogistic comment wafted out
from the rarified atmosphere of the Al-
gonquin may have turned the young
writer's head; but something certain-
ly has happened to him between the
publishing of The Green Bat) Tree, and
the publication early this fall of the
companion novel, Possession. For
there was that about Bromfield's
first book that very much mer-
ited the favorable stir it created; a
vigor and a drive that came from the
vividness of Lily Shane's character,
and a very real glamor which was the
author's signal accomplishment in the
portrayal of the gradual decay and
disintegration of a once lovely town
into a drab, smoke-stained factory city,
belching out black smoke to ultimately
quench all the erstwhile beauty. But
in this second novel dealing with pret-
ty much the same material there is
lacking both convincing character
drawing, and all charm of atmosphere.
In a foreword the author says that
to the reader of his first book it must
be apparent that the character of El-
len Tolliver was exceeding slightingly
treated, and therefore he had attempted
in Possession to develop her in far
greater detail. The beautiful and
dauntless Lily Shane's less beautiful
cousin is, then, the protagonist of this
drama of self-centered achievement.
It is simply the recounting of Ellen's
cyclonic rise to power and world-re-
nown, through ruthless persistence and
enormous diligence. The fact that
Ellen's field of endeavor is music-
makes very little difference in Mr.
Bromfield's development of her char-
acter—she might better have been in-
terested in politics or "Big Business"
for all the music in her soul. I sup-
pose as the delineation of a type, the
forging-ahead-regardless-of-all obstacles
type, Ellen has a certain fascination
for the reader. At all events there
was little else that could have dragged
this reader through the 490 some pages
which Mr. Bromfield has considered
adequate. Except for the character of
Grandpa Tolliver there is not one per-
son in the book who is in the least bit
unusual or the least bit adroitly
drawn ; the New York Society life no
less than the Parisian demi-monde in
which Lily, and Maggie herself, reside
is out of focus and false. One rather
dreads the prospect so confidently fore-
told, of further novels from this writ-
er's pen unless he contrives to recap-
ture much of the glamor and force of
his earlier work.
Caravan. By John Galsworthy. New
York, Scribner's, 1925.
We have known Mr. Galsworthy as
a dramatist and as a novelist for many
years, but we have seldom thought of
him as a writer of short tales until
now,—with the coming of Caravan.
This fat new volume contains fifty-six
stories, written over a period of twen-
ty-three years. Some are but the
shortest of sketches, others little nov-
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els running on to eighty pages, but all
are written with that biting vividness
of phrase and insight into human
problems that made the Forsyte Saga
so memorable.
Of the longer stories, perhaps The
Apple Tree is the most charming; a
tale of young love in an English coun-
tryside, it breathes the scent of apple
blossoms above its essential tragedy.
The self-questioning of the young poet
and his ardent reaction to his Megan,
make excellent material for reading
aloud. The other longer novelette,
The Stoic, has been bodily put upon
the stage as Old English, but this tale
of the magnificent old reprobate who
dies having his own way, is more sat-
isfying on the printed page.
Among the shorter sketches are
studies of strange characters like the
old flute player who collected stray
cats, and the old crossing sweeper who
would not give up. These figures are
described with an economy of phrase
that makes them stand carved out in
memory. No matter how short the
little tale may be, there is some poig-
nant moment revealed in it. Surely
nothing could be more vivid than the
simple telling of a boy's disillusion-
ment in A Long Ago Affair, or a more
astonishing picture than the con-
demned dancer dancing for the nuns,
in Salte Pro Nobis.
But after all one enjoys Galsworthy
not only for his brilliant technique and
living characters, but because he makes
us think. There is hardly a story in
this group that does not raise some
question about a human problem. The
case is laid before us, hut it is never
solved. Galsworthy may be asking
questions, but he is no moralist. First
of all he is a story teller, and it is not
till afterwards that the reader sees
the question—the story comes first.
Perhaps that is why the book is so
fascinating.
1925.
Anatole France Himself. Jean Jacques
Brousson. Lippincott, 1925. Trans-
lated by John Pollock from Anatole
France en Pantouffes.
For those who believe in the inevi-
table shaping of a man's art by his
life, these brilliantly random baga-
telles from the French Academician's
last days will strengthen the ban
against such works as the Mummer's
Tale, and the God's Athirst. The tang
of Gallicism permeates the careless
artistry of Brousson's memories, ad-
mitting no squeamishness, and fre-
quently more than satiating. The in-
cidents, selected with what one feels
to be absolute fidelity, photograph
rather than shadow not mellow ripe-
ness but decadence. Here is no g,enial
St. Nicholas, with a white beard, but
a sardonic old man, lively beyond the
limits of accepted taste, and rejoic-
ing in it. We witness him dragged
out of bed by his domestic Chloe;
sent through the ritual of a dress-
suit; puzzled by the choice of his om-
nipresent skull-cap; clasping to his
bosom the friend he has just maligned
with painful accuracy; selling the
bathful of books sent by admirers;
fondling his collection of Roman an-
tiquities; and worsted by the wit of
"Madame." Most interesting of all,
we see the laborious process of his
writing, and note the numbered rules
by which he attains the perfection of
his style, scissoring his sentences to
half their bulk, correcting even to an
eighth draft. We are amused by his
wariness of scholars, whom he will
not give the chance of finding faulty
information in his footnotes; we
laugh with him at the audience which
listens so respectfully to the studied
spontaneity of his stories; we wonder
at the bitterness with which he points
epigrams against his enemies— a bit-
terness comparable to that of Martial
and as devastating. The criticism to
be made of the "Master" even in his
most evident lapses is left to the
reader. The writer is concerned only
with the clarity of his exposition.
For this reason, perhaps, Anatole
France en Pantouff.es is the strongest
of the six biographical books which
have followed upon the great author's
death. Brousson shows himself an
apt pupil and an admirable stylist.
The brightness and vigor of his phras-
ing and the economy of his own im-
pression are a tribute to his well-
beloved, if erring "Master."
TWO POTENTIAL CONTESTANTS
FOR THE PULLITZER PRIZE
Porgy, by Du Bose Heyward. Doran,
New York, 1925.
The Perennial Bachelor, by Anne Par-
rish. Harper and Brothers, New
York, 1925.
These two novels have nothing in
common but their general excellence
and the fact that already critical opin-
ion has singled them out for the an-
nual Pullitzer award for the piece of
fiction most representative of the high-
est standards in American letters for
1925. The author of the first named of
these books, Du Bose Heyward, is fa-
miliar to Wellesley as the writer of
Carolina Chansons and other poems
dealing largely with Charleston, and
the mountain villages of the Alleghen-
ies. In this book, his first novel, he
has written about a negro beggar in
Charleston. Simply regarded as a pic-
ture of the primitive fears, supersti-
tions and habits, this book is unique,
but it does more than that: it presents
Porgy in a few suggestive strokes as
one of the most wistfully appealing
characters in fiction. He is quite
shameless in his methods of obtaining
a livelihood, and utterly childlike in
his faith that Bess would be loyal to
him. The author has described certain
scenes with a felicity and an accuracy
of detail that leave the impression of
absolute authenticity: the game of
craps with which the book opens, the
smelly court in which all the charac-
ters in the book have their dwelling,
the terrifying thunder storm which
sweeps and crashes over the bay leav-
ing destruction in its wake. It isn't
simply photography, for the author.
has so steeped himself in the negro
psychology that everything he men-
tions is intangibly imbued with it, and
that quality which most ardently com-
mends itself about the book is the one
upon which the reviewer finds it im-
possible to place a dissecting finger.
Almost unknowingly one is struck
with the greatness of the book, its ut-
ter simplicity, its poignancy and its
charm, and one cannot truly state just
what are the ingredients.
The Perennial Bachelor is the prod-
uct of the Harper Short Story compe-
tition that was held last spring, and
it ought to prove an encouragement
for many competition editors in future.
It is the story of a family's unremit-
ting sacrifice for the benefit of Victor,
the young brother, who in no way ap-
preciates their devotion, who is in fact
quite unconscious ®f any self-denial on
the part of his mother and sisters, and
who is ironically enough the cause of
their financial ruin and ultimate social
ostracism. His very unawareness
heightens the tragedy of their downfall
from prosperous circumstances to
shoddy poverty, from social distinction
to unimportant objects of charity and
derision.
By far the best portions of the book
come in the beginning where one sees
the frivolous, pretty and utterly in-
competent Mrs. Campion, fluttering
about among the innumerable frip-
peries of a Victorian female's exist-
ence, antimacassars, beaded orna-
ments, sentiment, love songs and other
symbols of a more carefree and more
cluttered time. It is all so pretty and
so harmless, and the author seems to
be enjoying herself in these surround-
ings so whole-heartedly that it seems
almost a pity that she had to carry the
story down to the present in order to
demonstrate her point. Miss Parrish's
characterization is as finely wrought
as any in modern fiction, her sense of
dramatic values admirable, her nar-
rative at all times plausible and consist-
ent, and her style amazingly fresh and
glib. It is often sheer cleverness that
captures the reader's fancy, as, for in-
stance, in this episode:
"Lunch on Sundays was cold, to save
the servants. There was Saturday's
cold roast beef, and bread and butter,
and then a great tin pan of solidified
sour milk, slippy and pale, called
"bonny-clabber" and eaten unenthusi-
astically with cream and sugar. The
little girls didn't like it, but Mamma
said, "Eat it up," so they ate it up.
But Victor wouldn't, so he had apple
jelly. Mamma said he was delicate
and his appetite must be tempted."
